BIMS makes it to the top emerging medical
colleges in India today survey
inSh are3

The INDIA TODAY-Nielsen
Survey on emerging colleges ranks institutes that have come up in the last 20 years across the fields
of arts, commerce, science, law, engineering and medicine.
Belgaum institue of Medical sciences has made it to the top 10 emerging collegs under the medicine
stream.
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IOA says only those convicted for 2 or more years will be barred from polls
Tunda called his bomb ingredients 'Imam Saheb' and 'Changez Khan'
Team India retain No.3 position in T20 rankings, Virat Kohli placed sixth
Women are precious like gold. If you expose them, they'll be looted, says
SP leader Abu Azmi
Pak troops breach ceasefire thrice in Poonch, Rajouri sectors
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New Learning Curve
Emerging Colleges 2013: How small town India is catching up with the metros
SONALI ACHARJEE JUNE 14, 2013 | UPDATED 17:46 IST

Unlike his friends, Sachin Kukreja, 20, wasn't too disappointed when he didn't clear the IIT Joint Entrance
Exam (JEE) in 2009. He already had a better back-up option in mind. Following in his cousin's footsteps,
Kukreja took up a course in B.Tech Information Technology at Amity University, Delhi. Today he can be
found either working hard to organise speakers for Amitron, their annual computer symposium, munching on a
chicken doner at the university's famous 'H-Block' or chatting up a storm on the future of Internet security
protocols with his professors through Amity's official iPhone app.
All you need to know about India's Best Colleges of
2013
"Not everyone can study at an IIT. Should the rest of
us just waste away our young lives reappearing for
entrance exams year after year until we qualify?
Thankfully there are other options for students to
pursue today. From French to military camp
training, I have learned so much more than I
expected at Amity," says Kukreja, who is planning to
work with an Internet security firm in the future.

Your Complete Guide to the Best Colleges in India Stream-wise
Like Kukreja, students and parents are now much more open to exploring the option of enrolling at some of the
recently established colleges. With the country now boasting of 3,393 engineering colleges that offer a
collective total of 14.86 lakh seats and 3,900 management schools with a total intake of 3.5 lakh students each
year, there is certainly a lot more for students to choose from.
Must See: How College Education Fares City-Wise | India's Academic Hubs of Excellence
Last year itself, the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) received a total of 204 new
applications for engineering institutes and 86 applications for new MBA institutes to be set up. The INDIA
TODAY-Nielsen Survey on emerging colleges ranks institutes that have come up in the last 20 years across
the fields of arts, commerce, science, law, engineering and medicine.
List of Best Emerging Colleges: ARTS
From Belgaum Institute of Medicine in Karnataka to the Faculty of Law in Silchar, Assam, the rankings
indicate that colleges that are on the rise are not restricted to the metros alone. "The last 20 years has seen a
number of private institutes coming up in India. The number of institutes has increased to try and meet the
growing demand," says Srikantan Moorthy, senior vice-president and group head of education and research at
Infosys.
See Best Emerging Colleges: Science
Despite being relatively young, these emerging colleges have a fast-growing student community and are
steadily adding to their list of achievements year after year. If a student from Galgotias University bags
aRs.50-lakh job offer from an American company, then Lovely Professional University boasts of a student
community that represents over 40 Indian cities and 20 countries from around the world. It doesn't just end
there. These young colleges collectively attract over 1,500 international faculty members each year who bring
with them a wealth of diversity and experience.
Don't Miss Best Emerging Colleges: Commerce

"This year over 14 lakh aspirants appeared for the
IIT JEE, an increase of 2.8 lakh from the year
before, which reflects the growing demand for
technical education alone. Sadly, even all the IITs in
the country have not been able to meet this demand.
Students are certainly ready to explore different
options for building their career and some of the
newer colleges are giving them this opportunity,"
says Rajiv Gupta, CEO of EGE Global Education, an
education consultancy. Many of the new colleges
also boast of better infrastructure than the country's
oldest institutes such as the 10-year-old Balaji Law
College in Pune, which has its very own moot court,
or Vardhman Medical College in Delhi that was set
up in 2001 and currently has labs for 15 different
superspecialised medical programmes.
Must See Best Emerging Colleges: Engineering
"Age is certainly not an indicator of quality education.
What age does convey, however, is consistency. Going
forward I think technology can play a role in colleges as
it enables students to learn at their own pace. Technology
also gives students a chance to learn through practical
exposure. There are many new colleges today that are
ready to implement technology-aided learning," adds
Moorthy. With some institutes such as Amity receiving
accreditation from the Institute of Engineering
Technology in the UK this year, and others like Galgotias
tying up with the Goethe University in Frankfurt to
provide their students a semester abroad at no extra cost,
it seems going global is the next step for many of
colleges. "International exposure and diversity in the
classroom helps broaden students' perspective and
understanding of various issues.
Take a look at Best Emerging Colleges: Medicine
We are certainly looking to increase our foreign
partnerships," says Suneel Galgotia, chancellor of
Galgotias University. Given that over 8 lakh students
enroll at private institutes each year, these new colleges
certainly seem to be on the right track.
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